Mack Engine or PTO/Pump Speed Calculator
How to Use
Tool Purpose: The purpose of this tool is to confirm the match of proprietary Mack PTO and pump
products to an mDRIVE transmission.
Prepare: Before interacting with this tool, you will need to gather some information from your
customer. Your customer or body builder will typically know what engine speed, or pump speed they
want to maintain and how many gallons per minute (GPM) of hydraulic pump output they need to
support. Here is the information you need to collect to begin:
1. What is your customer’s application i.e. dump body, bulk hauling, refuse, etc.? Consider the following
questions about the application the truck will be working in. The answers to the following questions will
narrow your PTO product search.
2. Will the truck need to be able to move at road speed while working in the application, i.e. snow plow,
street sweeper, etc.? You will need a clutch-independent REPTO (Rear Engine mounted PTO) or FEPTO
(Front engine mounted PTO).
3. Will the truck need to be able to move, but at a very slow speed (6 mph or less), while working in the
application, i.e. dump, paving, roll-off, etc.? A clutch-dependent PTO, which will be mounted to the
mDRIVE, will work to serve these applications.
4. Will the truck need to be stationary, and not move at all, while working in the application, i.e. bucket
trucks, cranes, etc.? Again, a clutch-dependent PTO, which will be mounted to the mDRIVE, will work to
serve these applications.

Example 1: The customer’s application is snow plow/salt spreader. You need a clutch-independent
REPTO. The customer’s requirement is to pump 30-35 GPM.
1. Scroll down this screen and click on “Click Here for REPTO Information”

2. What engine is installed in the truck? Reference the table below to see REPTO options that match up
with each engine. The customer has an MP7 with a DIN mount PTO, the ratio is 108% (see Ratio outlined
in red in the table below).
How to read this table:
Engine: Find the engine that is in your customer’s truck; MP7, MP8, MP10 (The MP10 is not available in
newer models after 2016).

DIN mount allows for a
direct mount Hydraulic
Pump i.e. for snow plow
application.
Drive/Ratio: DIN = A direct mount option

SAE Flange allows for
remote mount Hydraulic
Pump i.e. for cement
mixer application.
SAE = A flange mount option
Sales Code: Used when ordering a truck with the REPTO option.
Part Number: Each component that is included.
Description: A written description that corresponds to each component.
QTY: The quantity of each component that is needed.
Rotation: Bodybuilders may ask for this information
Max HP: Bodybuilders may ask for this information
Torque: For Bodybuilders may ask for this information

3. Click on Pump Info to see if there are any pumps that meet the customers’ requirement. Do we have
any pumps that can pump 30-35 GPM?

We can see that the F1-81 pump has the potential to offer the GPM that the customer needs. In the
calculator box to the right we can select F1-81 from the dropdown menu and manually enter 1700 to
see if we can get close to the 35 GPM the customer wants. We find that the F1-81 at 1700 RPM can
supply 36.6 GPM. This is very close to the high side of what the customer wants; offer this option.

Example 2: The customer’s application is a crane truck that hangs/installs billboards. You need a clutchdependent PTO that will be mounted to the mDRIVE. The customer has the TmD12AO transmission with
a single output DIN mount PTO. His body builder advised that 1100 RPM is optimal engine speed and the
pump needs a flow rate of no more than 40 GPM.

1. Click on the Pump Info worksheet to see if we have any pumps that closely meet the 40 GPM
requirement. Only the Parker Bent Axial Piston Fixed Pump offers the F1-101 which has GPM close to
the requirement, but the RPM of 1400 exceeds the acceptable engine speed of 1100 RPM.

2. Use the back button to access the main worksheet. This will help us to identify the PTO speed that
works at 1100 RPM engine speed. Enter the desired RPM (1100) and the PTO ratio for the DIN mount
PTO that our customer is working with. We now know that 1485 RPM is what we need to meet a flow
rate of up to 40 MPG.

3. Go back to the Pump Info worksheet to see what flow rate we can expect from the F1-101 pump with
1485 RPM. Using the calculator to the right of the pump table, select F1-101 from the dropdown list and
enter 1485 RPM. Click Calculate and the GPM that this offers is 40.1 GPM. But the body builder advised
that we don’t exceed 40 GPM and the RPM is still higher that requested.

4. The customer/body builder can decide if they want to consider operating the engine at higher RPM to
achieve the flow rate or if they prefer a lower flow rate to bring the engine speed down.

